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Abstract
This thesis gives information to educators about the benefits of art with
children, specifically those who require special education. Art is an important tool that
can help provide an expressive and creative outlet for children who have difficulty
with emotional and social communication. Art can also benefit children who struggle
with problem solving, motor planning, motor development, self-regulation, and
sensory input. The benefits of art can span across every domain and help children of
all ages and developmental levels explore their interests in a healthy, productive way.
In a world where academics are increasingly becoming more demanding, it is
important to remember that art is a technique that can increase student’s attention, selfawareness, and cognition. It is a hands-on approach that gives children the
opportunity to make sense of their world and feel confident in their abilities. This is
particularly helpful for students that have individual learning styles, often not well
received by traditional methods of teaching
This thesis will examine different lessons and activities that can help achieve
positive results for children. It includes specific lesson plans, sample artwork of
children, brief assessment of these sample works, a personal narrative of individual
experience, and interviews with an Occupational Therapist and Art Therapist.
Through the multiple perspectives, supporting research, and real-life examples
of children’s work, this thesis helps to support the notion that art is a beneficial way to
improve the wellbeing of all children, specifically those with special needs.
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Introduction

Art is a wonderful way for all children to express themselves through a creative
medium. Children can gain confidence and pride in making something that has value
to them because they have worked hard on it. According to the Oxford Dictionaries
(2015), art is defined as the expression or application of human creative skill and
imagination. It is typically in a visual form, producing works to be appreciated
predominantly for their beauty or emotional qualities.
Art is a powerful tool that is helpful for all people to express themselves in
ways that cannot be put into words. Creating art is specifically beneficial for children
who have special needs. The therapeutic qualities can be used as an outlet for selfexpression and the enhancement of confidence. According to Henley (1992), “The act
of creating art can heighten children’s self-esteem and provide a constructive way to
handle stress.”
This is an important tool because those with special needs often have difficulty
with expressing themselves. Struggles with self-expression can lead to frustration and
possible behavioral problems. Children with special needs may also have difficulty
with communication, socialization, imagination, impulse control, and sensorial needs.
The use of art is beneficial because it gives alternative ways to communicate and
release frustrations, other than verbal and physical body language. It also provides an
outlet for feelings, thoughts, interests, and ideas.
According to an article by Posner and Patoine (2009), art stimulates and
strengthens focusing skills and attention span. It also creases self-expression,
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improves

language, communication, and social skills. We see this through children

sharing materials at tables, using language to speak about their artwork, and the
creation of work that relates to specific children’s interest and life experience.
Most art projects involve some form of sensorial input, and therefore art can
build sensory integration skills by providing a sensory experience. This is specifically
beneficial for children who are aggressive, seek tactile stimulation, and crave sensory
feedback. Because of the building of sensory integration skill, art can decrease selfstimulating behaviors that often come with special needs cases, such as autism. The
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) recommends
adding scents to the materials. This creates an extra sensorial component to the work,
which can be beneficial for children who crave as much feedback as possible.
When working with children who have disabilities, art can serve as an
inspiration and a motivation. We can express to our students that art history is full of
famous artists who overcame adversity. For instance, Claude Monet faced blindness.
Beethoven was deaf. There are many inspiring stories to tie in to the curriculum about
ability and comfort zone. We should teach students that they are not limited in art as
long as they are willing to try something new.
The following pages include personal art projects that have been used for
inclusive classroom settings. It is a narrative of experience, as well as sample works of
students, and suggestions for teachers that are based upon actual lessons and how
children have responded to them.
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Individual Experience

Currently, I am working at the Neighborhood Charter School in Harlem. I
teach visual art to kindergarten and first grade inclusive classrooms. There is a high
ratio of special needs students with autism. Classes range from fifteen to thirty
students.
For my first project, I did water color paintings with the children. The
materials needed were: water color paints, brushes, water, container for water, paper
towels. I began by doing a demonstration with the students where I made my own
watercolor example for the class. My first class had some lower functioning students
who needed very clear step-by-step instruction. I asked the students what they thought
might be the first step to water coloring. The first student said, “put your brush in the
paint!” I put my brush in the paint and then put my brush on the paper, showing the
children that there no color transferred onto the paper.
Next, I looked puzzled and asked, how might I get paint onto my paper? The
children had most likely not been exposed to these materials before, so in this case I
demonstrated putting the brush in the water first, then putting the brush in the paint,
and lastly, the paper. The teacher who has been working with these children since
September, prompted me to remind the children of the steps.
I next asked the children to repeat after me, “water, paint, paper!” Because I
said the steps slowly, the children began to repeat before I had finished my three
words. The teacher suggested to try again, but say the steps faster so that it is more
clear to the children when to repeat my words. This was a helpful piece of advice that
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was successful. “Water, paint, paper!” I said, and the children repeated. I said it three
times, and the children repeated three times.
Next, we went over the process of changing colors. For some children,
introducing the paper towel as a way to dab their brush was a complicated step and got
in the way of their memories of “water, paint, paper”. Therefore, I introduced it
briefly as a way to dry their brushes if they got too wet. Some children are able to
understand its purpose, and others have brown-ish colors that result from the use of too
much water and forgetting to wash their brushes in water before going from one color
to another.
With this classroom, the children were used to very direct and specific
directions. The teacher asked me what the children should be painting. I told her that
they could explore with the materials and she mentioned that these children are
working on “staying on task and following plans”. It is important to be flexible, yet
consistent with a head teacher’s techniques. For this reason, I told the children to paint
a place where they might find water. I asked them to share places that they were
thinking. Answers like, “lake”, “beach”, “water fountain”, and “sink” were given. It
was interesting to notice the difference in exposure that each child had to different
places where they have seen water.
Next, the children explored with the materials, making the places that they had
thought of. Examples of their work are as follows:
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We can see each child’s cognitive abilities through the work that they exhibit,
which varies on many different levels. It is also important to note that some children
had never been exposed to the materials before and were merely exploring. One of the
six classes were so unexposed to the materials that when I first demonstrated the paint
brush making a mark on the paper, the entire class of thirty children exclaimed,
“wow!!!!” and then applauded for me.
This school is an extremely strict environment where students are literally
snapped at by teachers as they walk down the hall. Some teachers are so stern that if a
child speaks too loudly or misbehaves slightly, they have to throw their artwork into
the trashcan and sit quietly alone in a corner. So when the children have the
opportunity to explore freely and be creative with materials, it is clear to me how
excited they become.
For my next session, I built upon the exploration of watercolors and then
introduced a new material: crayons. Crayons are water resistant and therefore are
unable to be covered up by the watercolor paints. Examples are as follows:
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ex.1

ex.2

ex.3
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ex.4

ex.5

ex.6
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The children vary in level and abilities, which are expressed through the
exploration of the watercolor and crayon medium. Some chose to relate it to their
schooling-such as example number 2, where the child lists numbers through multiples
of ten, and then colors the numbers with water color. This example shows how a
teacher might be able to combine art and math in a creative way. Perhaps an educator
could have children paint odd numbers one color, and even colors a different color.
This is a visual way to understand the pattern of numbers.
The children are practicing motor development by manipulating a crayon and
paintbrush. They are also practicing working memory by remembering the process of
water, paint, and then paper.
This activity is wonderful to do if you have the time and space to do it.
However, it can be quite messy so some helpful tips are to leave time for clean up and
select helpers who have been following directions well. One helper might help collect
paintbrushes and another might collect crayons
Because my classes are back-to-back and only fifty minutes long, I chose my
next lesson to be with materials that were easier to transition during clean up. We
made collages with tissue paper and newspaper. When I presented my lesson, I
demonstrated how you could manipulate the materials by twisting, crumpling, tearing,
and then gluing. I gave no guidelines for what to create, rather I let the children
explore freely. One teacher was skeptical that the lesson would not take a full fifty
minutes and suggested that I give the children a specific thing to draw. She said that
they had made construction paper collages for Valentines Day and that the children did
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so very quickly. I responded by saying that I wanted them to explore with layers and
the manipulation of materials.
To my delight, I found that the children took their time and finished right
around the time that the class period was over. Examples are as follows:

ex.1

ex.2
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  ex.3

	
  ex.4
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  ex.6

ex.7
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ex.8
As indicated from the work shown, the children spent a lot of time and effort
on their drawings. It was the perfect amount of time and the initially skeptical teacher
was impressed. I believe the children might have been more interested in the tissue
paper and newspaper rather than the construction paper project for Valentines Day for
multiple reasons.
The tissue paper is much thinner and easier to manipulate by twisting,
crumpling, etc. Tissue paper is also easier to layer and more exciting because the
colors peak through the layers. The addition of newspaper adds an element where the
children enjoy looking for images that help with inspiration.
The Valentines project might also have been specific and less open ended for
the children to explore and be inventive. In the tissue paper collage, the use of
materials allowed for a sensorial experience where the children explored through their
sense of touch. According to Lois Lord (1996), collages are important for children
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because it teaches them how to put things in categories, as well as new vocabulary for
the materials that are being used. Lord also states:
He learns to make his own choices as he selects what he will use for his
collage. He develops skills as he learns to cut or paste. Making collages helps
a child to concentrate on creating his own order as he arranges what he has
selected. The very young child works so fast that it hard to see that he is
arranging, yet as the products of different children are compared, it becomes
evident that they have been arranged in a wide variety of ways. (p.18)

We certainly see the variety of children’s work within this project, and the
individual characteristics that each art piece posses. In example 1, the child used the
pattern on the newspaper as a print for her palm trees. This child asked if she could
make a place where water is found (these were the guidelines from the first watercolor lesson). I said yes, and this was helpful for her to carry out a plan and use this
topic as inspiration. I enjoyed that students remembered my previous guidelines and
applied them to the current project. These were students who wanted more instruction.
However, I left the project open-ended for those who chose to go in their own
direction.
According to Maynard and Ketter (2013), creative open-ended art helps
children tap into multiple important developmental areas. One of which is the
emotional outlet that it creates, helping children communicate and express how they
are feeling through alternative and creative medium. In addition, Maynard and Ketter
(2013) explain that open-ended art helps to build executive functioning. This means
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that children practice their ability to plan, adjusting their plans in order to achieve their
desired result. “This skill is important for focusing attention, problem solving,
managing one’s own behavior, and overall learning in school and in life (National
Institute of Health, 2012).
While benefits of open-ended art are above stated, it is also important to note
that this type of art is refreshing to students who are used to a tight curriculum with
many rules and guidelines. This specific school is one where time is limited for
activities. There is a rigorous emphasis on academics and very few opportunities for
students to explore an open-ended approach to a subject matter. For this reason, many
of these students enjoy creating a collage in any direction that they wish.
Others, who are practicing the ability to stay on task and those who desire more
guidelines, can choose to use a specific topic for which to collage. I find it best when
children have the choice to stick to whatever topic interests them. This often results in
a child feeling more connected to his/her work and in result, more engaged within the
activity. In support of this idea, scientists have shown that having passionate interest
in subject matter allow for individuals to overcome academic struggle or disability
(Paul, 2015).
In example 3, you see the use of layering which involves the process of motor
planning. The child discovered when she put a white piece of tissue paper over her
collage, her work still showed through. This was an exciting discovery for her, one
that she chose to share with me.
In example 4, the child chose to make an airplane. He shared with me that he
was going to take his first airplane ride ever during winter break. He was excited and
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nervous and used his art as a medium to explore his curiosities and feelings about
airplanes.
In example 5, the child found a basketball player that he liked and chose to use
this image as an inspiration for his work. He carefully tore out the picture and used a
pencil to create a basketball court, other players, a bench, and even an audience. Next,
he used the pencil to extend the legs of the player. This was a very interesting way to
incorporate both mediums into one image.
Example 6 is a three dimensional figurative image of a face. This child used
his fine motor skills to crumple up white paper and then make another layer of a
smaller piece of crumpled paper in order to make the pupils. Next, the child glued
black rectangular shaped eyebrows on and used his hands to smooth the paper down.
In example 8, we see a character that a child has created. He chose to make the
character, Optimus Prime, from the Transformers movie.
I believe that because the activity was open-ended, the children’s attention was
very focused. They worked carefully and slowly because they were interested in the
subject matter that they were able to choose for themselves. Because clean up was
quick and easy, the children had more time to work on their pictures.
Initially, I was going to have the children use scissors for their collages,
however the school did not have scissors for me to use. This was actually a pleasant
surprise, as the children got more of a sensory experience from ripping paper. It also
allowed them to practice the ability to rip around newspaper images, which
demonstrates strategic planning and adds an interesting artistic element with its
jaggedness.
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Rachel Rothberg Day & Date: 2/27/15
Lesson (Topic): Making a shape collage
Key Vocabulary
Shape
Circle
Square
Triangle
Outline
Fill in
Objective:
Children will create shapes using newspaper, magazines, and tissue
paper
Students will practice self-regulation and cooperative skills by sharing
and negotiating given materials
Procedure:
Ask students to remind me what we worked on last week-prompt them
to remember the word “collage”
Tell the students that today, we are going to do a different kind of
collage: A shape collage. We are going to use the same materials as
last time (hold up bag of assorted magazines, newspaper, and tissue
paper).
Who can tell me some shapes? Circle, square, diamond, rectangle
We can choose any shape that we want and draw it with a pencil on
our paper. It can also be a shape like a star or a heart. I am going to
choose a triangle (draw a triangle with pencil onto a piece of paper
and show it to the class). Now, I want to fill this entire shape in with the
materials I have. Imitate putting a piece of paper onto the shape,
which is too large. Ask children if this is correct. Ask them how they
might make the paper smaller in order to fit inside of the shape (rip it).
Demonstrate ripping carefully. Remind them the process of using glue
sticks to make their collage.
Materials Needed:
Assorted tissue paper, news paper, magazines, pencils, glue sticks,
white paper
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ex.1

ex.2

ex.3
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ex.4

ex.5

ex.6
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ex.7

ex.8
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ex.9

ex.10

ex.11
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This project involves a lot of motor planning. The children must strategically rip their
materials to plan how they will fit into the drawn shape. Some examples, such as 2, 5, and 9
show a very strong sense of this motor planning and its success in filling in the entire shape.
Other examples, such as 6 and 10, were less inclined to plan in filling in the entire shape.
This may have been due to time constraints, difficulty in motor planning, or purposeful
aesthetics. In any case, the work looks interesting and unique. In example 10, we see that
the child crumpled up the tissue paper into balls and placed it evenly throughout their shape,
leaving negative space.
In example 4, the child cut out their shape before turning it into a collage. This child
may have been confused about directions, or chose to do something alternative. In any case,
it is important to take note of each work’s individual characteristics when talking to the
children about their collage.
When you discuss a child’s work, it is beneficial to be specific to that child’s creation.
Children should feel noted for their efforts and detail. When you give an individual
comment to a child about something you notice in their work, it helps encourage them and
support their process. Examples of comments that encourage a child’s process might be, “I
see how hard you have been working!” or “look at how you crumpled the paper to make
circle shapes, and ripped the paper to make square shapes! I see you used red, blue, and
green!”
Common phrases such as, “I like that!” or, “that is beautiful” are less meaningful to
children. “Children should create to express themselves, not to please adults…valuing the
product over the process is a very limited way of viewing art, especially since the process is
often much more important to the child than the final product” (Schirrmacher, 1986).
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Rachel Rothberg Day & Date: 3/6/15
Lesson (Topic): Multi-Media Art with Shapes
Key Vocabulary
Shape
Circle
Square
Triangle
Objective:
Children will practice representational drawing by making pictures with
colored shapes given to them as a source of inspiration.
Children will practice self-regulation and behavioral skills by sharing
and negotiating given materials.
Procedure:
Ask students to remind me what we worked on last week (shape
collages out of news paper and tissue paper)
Read: The Shape of Things, by Dayle Ann Dodds
Tell the students that today, we are going to use shapes to make a
picture. I have cut up different shapes (hold up the material) and we
will also use markers (hold up marker) and crayons (hold up crayon)
and make our shapes into a picture (just like the book does with
shapes)
I will explain that I am going to give each table a piece of paper. They
will write their names and then turn the paper over. Next, I will give
them shapes, markers and crayons.
Are we going to say, “oh that one’s mine!” and grab it as soon as I
place it down? No, we are going to take one at a time, nicely. If I see
snatching, I will take them away. The children are to use these
materials in their drawings as part of their work. Show example and
explain what shapes I used and what image I made with the shapes.
Call on students when they seem ready to go to their tables
Materials Needed:
Assorted construction paper shapes, glue sticks, markers, crayons,
white paper
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  ex.1	
  

	
  ex.2

	
  ex.3
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  ex.4

	
  ex.5

	
  ex.6
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  ex.7

ex.8	
  

ex.9
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This project involves imagination and creativity. The children use given
shapes to inspire a picture or image. The students are demonstrating their ability to
problem solve and use observational thinking. In example 1, the child used
rectangular shapes to inspire a picture of train cars on a track. In example 2, the child
used a crescent shape to create a frown on a face. In addition, this same child used
circular shapes to make eyes and then drew with marker to construct the head and
body. In example 8, the child used a triangle shape to make the top of a rocket ship.
In example 9, a different child used a triangle shape to make the nose of a snowman.
The use of given shapes allows for children’s imagination to flow. It also gives
greater insight to who that child is and what his/her interests might be. It is fascinating
to observe the individual workings of each student’s mind. To one child, a triangular
shape might inspire a completely different picture than another child with that same
shape.
When we comment on children’s artwork and note their inventive process, we
are encouraging them as innovative and creative individuals. According to Reyner
(2008), “If children grow up believing they are creative, they will have a better chance
of finding constructive outlets for creative energy in later years.” This is especially
beneficial for children with special needs, who often have an abundance of energy that
needs to be expended in appropriate ways.
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Rachel Rothberg Day & Date: 3/13/15
Lesson (Topic): Paul Klee; making art with overlapping shapes and
colors
Objective:
The children will practice the concept of “overlapping” by drawing
shapes that go on top of one another. The children will practice spatial
awareness and motor planning by coloring only within the lines.
Procedure:
Ask students to remind me what we worked on last week (made a
picture out of pre-cut shapes)
Tell the students that today, we are going to make shapes but in a new
way. Before I tell you what we will do, I would like to share with you
some art from a famous artist. His name is Paul Klee. He was from
Germany and made art about 100 years ago! Here is some of his work
(show one-at-a-time in this order)

Today, we are going to make art that will look like this! Just like Paul
Klee, we are going to make shapes “overlap”. Introduce the term,
explaining that overlap means when things “go on top of each other”.
Overlap hands while using the term “on top of each other”. Use paper
and pencil to demonstrate 5 shapes that “overlap”. Once you draw
your shapes, you might also draw a squiggly lines that overlaps.
Afterwards, we are going to use a new material (oil pastel) and color in
only within the lines. Demonstrate for children that new shapes will be
made and that each shape must be a different color than the shape
next to it.
Materials Needed:
Oil Pastel, construction paper to draw on, pencil, Sharpie (for higher
functioning children who want to go over their pencil)
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ex.1	
  

	
  

ex.2	
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  ex.3

	
  ex.4
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ex.5

	
  ex.6
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  ex.8
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ex.9

	
  ex.10
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  ex.11

ex.12	
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  ex.14
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  ex.15

	
  ex.16
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  ex.17	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  ex.18	
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ex.19	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

It	
  is	
  interesting	
  to	
  note	
  the	
  varying	
  level	
  of	
  abilities	
  for	
  each	
  and	
  every	
  

child.	
  	
  Some	
  children	
  used	
  this	
  activity	
  to	
  explore	
  with	
  shapes,	
  lines,	
  and	
  the	
  
boundaries	
  that	
  are	
  made	
  with	
  colors.	
  	
  Other	
  children,	
  such	
  as	
  in	
  example	
  7	
  and	
  
18,	
  used	
  this	
  as	
  an	
  opportunity	
  to	
  explore	
  with	
  the	
  oil	
  pastels	
  and	
  were	
  less	
  
constricted	
  by	
  the	
  boundaries	
  of	
  lines	
  and	
  shapes.	
  
	
  

In	
  addition,	
  children	
  like	
  example	
  8	
  and	
  17	
  had	
  a	
  combination	
  of	
  

recognizing	
  that	
  there	
  were	
  boundaries,	
  but	
  blended	
  colors	
  over	
  the	
  lines	
  in	
  
order	
  to	
  slightly	
  cross	
  over	
  these	
  boundaries.	
  Each	
  and	
  every	
  artwork	
  is	
  
completely	
  unique	
  and	
  individual	
  to	
  that	
  child’s	
  thought	
  process.	
  “Children	
  come	
  
in	
  all	
  different	
  sizes,	
  colors,	
  shapes	
  and	
  forms.	
  	
  So	
  does	
  creativity.	
  	
  It	
  is	
  limitless	
  in	
  
its	
  manifestation”	
  (Monson,	
  2004).	
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Rachel Rothberg Day & Date: 3/6/15
Lesson (Topic): Artist Study: Kandinsky and his Concentric Circles
Objective:
Children will learn about a famous artist
Children will see that they are able to make similar work to this artist
Children will practice following guidelines, but within these guidelines,
they will explore their creativity to make a unique piece of work
Procedure:
Tell children that today, we are going to learn about a famous artist. His
name is Kandinsky. Have children practice saying his name.
Kandinsky was from a country called Russia and made art about one
hundred years ago. Show the children some of his work- made by him
and inspired by him.

	
  

	
  

	
  

Ask the children to share what they think about his works. What do they
notice about the shapes, colors, patterns? How does this make them
feel? Are the circles perfectly circular? Point to the idea that the circles
are not perfect, but the squares that the circles are in seem very
straight.
Next, tell the children that we are going to make art like Kandinksy,
show them the materials. The first step is ten minutes with oil pastels to
make circles. Tell children that you will give them premade squares so
that they do not need to focus on making perfectly straight squares,
only the circles that go in each square. After the children finish with the
pastels, they will get materials for watercolor. Tell students that each
square should have a different color of watercolor, and they should try
and stay within each square.
Materials Needed:
oil pastels, watercolor paints, cups of water, paper towels, paintbrushes,
pre-drawn boxes (6 per page), made into copies on cardstock for each
student to use.
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  ex.1

ex.2	
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ex.3

	
  
ex.4	
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It is interesting to note that although this project was less open-ended than
previous ones, there is still variety in the way the children interpreted it. Some
children made squares and lines (seen in the top left corner of example 4). Some
children used this as a way to explore with watercolors and oil pastels, noting the
resistance of the watercolor on top of the pastels. The artwork on the right side of
example 1, shows a child who struggled with the boundaries of the squares. He chose
to make his work all blend together with a greenish-grey color.
Every work is extremely different from one another, even though the
guidelines are all similar. This is an example of how art can be interpreted and
executed in different ways, based upon individuals with their own developmental
strengths and weaknesses. The head teachers of this class made notice that I was not
“hard” on children who did not completely follow the guidelines.
Instead, I saw this as a chance for children to explore their own interests,
abilities, and choices. This is beneficial for children who are very rarely given the
opportunity to make executive decisions and do as they please. Specifically at this
school, where there is a rigorous academic schedule and the children have a scarce
amount of time to express themselves creatively and artistically. For this reason, I
especially appreciate the variety of children’s work and the artists who chose to think
outside of given instructions.
I would also like to note that one child shared a connection to the patterns of
their artwork. This child shared that Kindinsky’s artwork looked just like the
classroom’s morning meeting rug (seen on following page).
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This observation is a great example of how art with children can inspire ways
to relate to his/her environment. The connection made between seeing Kandinksy’s
work and comparing it to the morning meeting rug, shows that this child is aware of
his surroundings. He uses a level of higher order thinking in order to make this
observation. It is important for teachers and parents to welcome these kinds of
connections and give praise. In this way, the child will continue to make personal
associations through art.
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LESSON PLAN
Teacher: Rachel Rothberg Day & Date: 4/17/15
Lesson (Topic): Jackson Pollack: making art in this style with yarn as our
paintbrush
Objective:
The children will produce works similar to Jackson Pollack
The children will reflect on the way that these works make them feel, what
they noticed, and if it was easy or difficult
Students will practice self-regulation and sequential instruction by following
the process of dipping yarn into paint and lightly putting it on paper
Procedure:
Recall student’s memories by asking them what we worked on last week
(works similar to the artist Kandinksy)
Tell the students that today, we are going to focus on a different artist:
Jackson Pollack. I am going to show you some of his work. Please keep
your thoughts and ideas in your brains until after I finish showing you.

Let children share their feelings and ideas about Jackson Pollack’s work.
Eventually, make sure to point them in the direction of how the work looks
“messy”. Tell them that Jackson Pollack used a paintbrush to “splatter” his
paint onto the paper. Tell them that they look very nice today, and that I
want them to keep their clothes clean so we are not going to splatter paint.
Instead, we are going to use a special material (show them the yarn). Tell
them that each table is going to get two bowls with different color paint
inside. Each child will get one fat piece of yarn, and one skinny piece.
They do not need to share yarn with one another, just the paint. Explain the
process of dipping the yarn carefully into the paint, and then lightly making
the yarn dance on their paper. Demonstrate. Tell them that this is not a
finger painting. We are going to try our best to not let our fingers touch the
paint. Just touch the yarn. If I see that you are following instructions nicely,
I will introduce new materials along the way.
Materials Needed:
Yarn, skinny hemp string, assorted acrylic paint, paper bowls, white paper,
optional: skinny sticks (to add as another form of paintbrush), small spray
paint bottles
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ex.1

ex.2
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ex.3

ex.4
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ex.5

ex.6
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This project is rich with possibilities. For children who were following
instructions, I introduced a small spray bottle to spray three or four times onto their
paper for an extra aesthetic element. It also helped the children to develop motor
muscles by using their fingers to push down on the spray bottle. We see the spray
bottle introduced in examples 1-3.
For children struggling with self-regulation, I introduced a skinny wooden stick
to use as a paintbrush. These children were having difficulties avoiding the use of
fingers or hands to engage with the paints. This stick added another “Jackson Pollack”
element, making the paint to look splattered. It also added a distance between the
children’s hands and the paper. We see this element added in examples 4 and 6.
I would like to note that in the beginning of the lesson, children had very
interesting ideas about Jackson Pollack’s work. When I asked them to share their
thoughts, one child mentioned that it reminded them of the seasons. The grey colored
painting reminded them of winter, while the orange and yellow painting reminded
them of fall. The most colorful works reminded this child of summer and spring.
Another child stated that they noticed letters in Jackson Pollack’s art. They
saw curved lines that looked like “C”, “G”, and “S”. Once this child shared his
thoughts, the other classmates chimed in with other letters they noticed within his
work. I enjoyed this project because it is one where children can reflect and feel
engaged. In response, they can make their own works that are special to them.
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Interviews
Occupational Therapist: *Justina Oliver
1. I am an Occupational Therapist in a public school autism inclusion program
2. I interact with special needs children as a mandated therapist/related service
3. I have been doing this for ten years, and I studied it in undergrad
4. The most rewarding part of my job is executing a well thought out and
collaborative treatment plan and seeing the child progress because of it.
5. I use art such as mandalas and free draw to encourage self-regulation. This
encourages a calm state and mindfulness. I also use more directed art projects to
address body structure and function needs such as fine motor/visual perceptual /visual
motor skills as well as executive functioning (i.e. prioritzing, material management,
organziation.)
6. Art is absolutely a beneficial resource for me.
7. I have my children do "scissor challenges", where we make sure to implement
scissors into the session so that the child may work on motor functioning. I also do
seasonal projects (i.e. leaf rubbing, snowflakes, sun catchers)
8. The results are fun and functional time with a finished product
9. When done with all your students it’s easy to see where each student excels and
struggles when given the same task demands
10. Yes, art can be a mindful, creative, fun and functional time used to address skills
(or not). Projects could be easily graded in difficulty and carried out throughout long
periods of time for longer-term projects and success.
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Art Therapist *Michael Chan
1.

I am an Art and Recreational Therapist in a Skilled Nursing Facility for pediatric

patients. I am also an Art Teacher for children with special needs.
2.

The key is to take direction from them as to how they wish to interact. Generally,

as a rule, I treat them the same way I would treat all clients / individuals – with
patience and compassion. Observe, listen, and be open. Build a relationship over time
in a non-threatening way. Allow an exchange of communication.
3.

I have been an Art Therapist and art teacher for 22 years. When a member of my

family had a life-threatening episode, I found myself in an ICU waiting room, and
observed people dealing with very difficult issues. I started talking to them and
offering support. I realized that helping people was a calling, and being an artist
working with art as the medium was the best path for me to take.
4.

The most rewarding part of the job is having the chance to give people (children)

a means to express feelings and emotions, and seeing people (children) transform and
take control of and process painful memories or situations. It is most rewarding to give
a voice to people who have difficulty in communication.
5.

Children can draw before they can write. It is a universal language and they draw

from their own bodily experiences. Each image they draw contains information and
insight into how they interact with the world, and their perception of the world.
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6.

One of the children I worked with was a girl of age 12 who had cerebral palsy

and was a victim of sexual abuse and tested positive for HIV. Started out by drawing
simple playful images, which would make her laugh. Explained that I found it hard to
draw certain images, and that I needed her help by guiding me. She and I would work
together. I would hold her hand and together we would draw shapes. She would
choose the color and direction and intensity of the lines. After some time, we talked
about how there were different ways of creating art, different tools. Working with her
Occupational Therapist, we created a pointer for her head that was attached to a
paintbrush, which she would then use to paint with. Over time she created a body of
work including family members, the home she lived in, and imaginary places she
would like to live one day.
7.

In result, she gained confidence and pride in her art. She was also able to use her

ability to evoke emotions from others, by depicting certain images from her past. This
child was able to gain control of situations. One time she drew a picture of her foster
father who had sexually abused her, and she wanted me to rip it up, which we did. I
then stomped on it and then flushed it down a toilet, which was her idea. We laughed
and laughed.
8.

I believe that greater insight and understanding of a child comes from

communication. Communication through drawing and painting allows an
understanding of the child’s thought process, ideas and emotions, and allows an
opportunity for “dialogue.” Ask a child to draw a picture and then talk about what they
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have drawn. This will be the most insightful discussion you can have. It is a point of
departure and a path toward discussion of the “self.”
9.

Art making is extremely important in the development of the individual. I do

believe all children should have the opportunity to express their thoughts, feelings and
ideas through the visual arts. Special needs children, as all children, need the
opportunity to express themselves in a meaningful way, which allows them to gain
confidence and a sense of wellbeing. Expression through art is a way toward healing
and wellbeing (mind, body and soul)

* Names of all interviewees have been changed to protect their privacy
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Conclusion

Visual art is an important element that can be included within a classroom
curriculum. It is extraordinarily beneficial for individuals with special needs. Art
promotes emotional understanding and social development. The feelings of
accomplishment through the creation of art are important experiences that could
significantly encourage children who are struggling in other areas.
Art has a therapeutic quality that benefits a large variety of developmental
domains. It is important for educators to be aware of the power of art and find ways to
incorporate it within their work with children. Children’s confidence and attention
span greatly increase when given the chance to explore with different artistic materials
and projects.
Art also helps to encourage creativity and self-expression. Though art, children
are able to tap into their imagination in a safe and exciting way. This is a wonderful
technique to foster a child’s growth and development as an individual person in a
world of which they are just beginning to make sense. In addition, art gives children
an outlet for experiences, ideas, and feelings about themselves and their environment.
In a world where academics are increasingly rigorous, and educational
standards continue to place pressure on teachers and students, it is very important for
educators to use art as a way for student to thrive. Art is as important as literacy and
math, and should be used as a tool for children who feel academic pressure in school.
In this current educational climate, using art is more important as ever for the
wellbeing of students, their self-esteem, and their temperament. If all educators were
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open to the idea of using art as a supplement to the learning process, perhaps school
would be more appealing to those who benefit further from creative problem solving
rather than the use of textbooks and memorization.
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